Joom - Mobile eCommerce Marketplace with
Millions of Customers
Joom is a beautiful and simple shopping app for cross-border and domestic commerce. Social and personalized. It
will help you rapidly grow your sales on mobile and increase your brand’s connection with new audiences. Innovative
technologies and game mechanics will deliver more relevant and positive experiences to your customers. Impressive
brand’s storytelling with new real-time digital technologies to make a killing.

6 GOOD REASONS TO JOIN JOOM RIGHT NOW
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Huge audience of potential customers
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Joom is one of the most downloaded
shopping apps with more than 400
million app installations all over the
world. This number is constantly growing
exponentially. So, choosing Joom will
get you access to a huge audience of
potential customers.
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Easy navigation and tools that are simple to use
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Lots of promotional activities

Constant support and help
We have a very reliable and attentive
Merchant Support Team that is always
ready to help you and advise on any
issue. We speak several languages
here that will certainly facilitate your
communication with us.

Joom’s platform is very convenient to use that makes a selling process much more clear
and easier. You can tell your audience about new products, increase the brand loyalty and
give special offers to your customers.

We are constantly creating new attractive promotional activities for our merchants. You can
participate in Joom promotions, set your own discounts and personalised offers. We will
always keep you informed about special features and novelties brought to the platform.
And will help you to test them and set up.
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Great force of community
Joom is a social ecommerce pioneer. We’ve
integrated advanced social tools to our
platform that will help you to rapidly increase
the connection with your brand. Every day
hundreds of influencers write detailed reviews
on your products telling your audience about
all its advantages. Your clients can buy their
favorite products directly from the review in a
couple of clicks.
Free subscription
You got it right. There is no paid subscription
and you will not have to pay any additional fee
to join the platform.

Join our platform and keep developing with Joom!

